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		Prayers from GS 30 Worship 


Multi-Media  CALL TO WORSHIP     			
 From Opening Worship, Friday, June 26, 2015

The sounds and voices for this prayer were pre-recorded, with the exception of the responses from All.  The sounds were linked with images on screen for each section. As each portion was read, UCC Youth created an “unexpected” altar/table for Synod worship, by adding symbols of work, play, nature, struggle and hope. The “Voice of God”, heard at the end of each section, changed each time, as more voices were added and grew into a chorus.

To see how it all came together at Synod, check out the video below. You will find the Friday night service at this link; it is included in the video for Plenary 2, Friday evening, June 26. Worship begins  midway through the video.

http://synod.uccpages.org/video.html

Take and adapt for your own congregation.


		[Industrial / Machine Sounds]
Voice 1:	The sound of cogs and wheels, metal against           			
metal, hammers and sparks…

		The subtle beep of the time clock…
		The bell that signals quitting time…

		In the hands of a co-worker who shares a lunch…
		In the eyes of a boss that sees your struggle…
In the satisfaction of work well done…

All:		Holy One, is that you?

Voice of God:	I am.


		[Ambient Sounds of Nature]
Voice 2:	The thunder of a summer storm, 						
a symphony of crickets, lady bugs and tadpoles… 

		The life within a decaying tree…
		The fragrance of a single orange blossom… 

In the crash of a towering waterfall…
In the glow of fireflies at dusk…

All:		Divine Presence, is that you?

Voice of God:  I am.


		[Playground Sounds]
Voice 3:	The noise and screams of a game of tag, 				
baseballs meeting bats, basketballs and jump ropes…
	
		The squeak of a single swing…
		The silence of a kite in the sky…
	
		In the boy who lends you his ball…
		In the girl who wipes the sand off your scraped knee…

All:		Seed of Compassion, is that you?

Voice of God:	I am.


[Seagulls on the Beach Sounds]
Voice 4:	The cry of seagulls, waves arriving at the coast,      			
sunshine and sea air…

		The sand between your toes…
		The water that washes them clean…

		In the moments of serenity…
		In the hand you hold as you walk along the shore…

All:		Maker of Heaven and Earth, is that you?

Voice of God:	I am.


[Sounds from News Broadcasts: 
war, ISIS, refugees, challenges of global conflict,  struggles of community.]  
Voice 5:	Advancing forces, strongholds and chokeholds, conversion and coercion… 

		Hijab, no job
		Battles for e-quality, 
living standards of no quality

		The destruction, the abuse, the injustice all in My name…
	
		My name is Syria.
		It is Nigeria.
		Call me Staten Island.
		I am Ferguson.
		I am Cleveland.
	
All: 		Abba, where are you?

Voice 6: 	In arms that embrace identity and diversity and individuality;		 
In hands that clothe and feed and comfort;

		In eyes that see beyond disease and poverty and legal status;

		In hearts that love without consequence or condition.

All:		Source of Peace, is that you?

Voice of God:	I am.

Friday Night Service at General Synod 30 was scripted by Anthony Cabrera, Coral Gables Congregational UCC, Coral Gables, FL; multimedia presentation of the call to worship was produced and directed by Jerry King, Cathedral of Hope, Dallas, TX; youth staged and directed by Diane Carter, St. Paul’s UCC, Bellevue, Ohio.
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